What are you most proud of this summer?
- Developed an Augmented-Reality environment using Unity
- Streamlined the process for future AR development

Why was the internship valuable?
- Hands-on experience in a Navy Laboratory
- Learned about real-world applications of Engineering and Navy technologies
- Networked with NAVSEA Engineers and professionals, learned about job opportunities

Advice for future cohorts?
- Do not hesitate to ask questions!
- Ask to work on projects that interest you
- Make connections with Navy personnel

Results:
- Documented an easy to follow procedure for 3D Scanning -> App Development -> Hololens Application
- Created a demo application showcasing AR capabilities for Navy use

Accomplishments:
- Successful import of 3D scan to 3D object into Unity

Next Steps:
- Focus on App Development (Detailed AR Training, QR code recognition, AI integration, Part Inspection, etc.)
- Test WEAVR + SolidWorks integration